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Abstract: Fingertip recognition and tracking is a significant component of numerous Computer vision applications. In the field of 

gesture recognition and image processing, fingertip tracking is a high-resolution technique developed in 1969 that is employed to 

know the consecutive position of the fingers of the user. Due to high necessity of fingertip data for video signal acknowledgment 

innovation, a strategy for fingertip discovery is proposed. Numerous vision based applications have utilized fingertips to follow or 

control signals in their applications. Fingertip detection for human-Computer interaction is an undertaking to draw and associate 

with system simply by waving your finger noticeable all around. Finger detection and tracking involves writing characters or words 

in free space utilizing finger or hand movements without the guide of any hand-held gadget. 

 

Index Terms – Gesture recognition, Image processing, Hand-held gadget, Fingertip detection and tracking. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fingertip detection is one of the critical advancements in motion acknowledgment, and it's anything but a significant effect on the 

precision of motion acknowledgment. Numerous Computer vision based applications have utilized fingertips to follow or manipulate 

gestures in their applications. Gesture recognition is a characteristic way to pass the signs to the machine, as the human express his 

feelings more often with hand expressions. With the headway of the innovation, various strategies for cooperation with the Computers 

have created. All the more generally with a console, mouse and from that point joysticks, track cushions, electromechanical gloves, 

and so on have been utilized. Aside from these strategies, motion acknowledgment has additionally been utilized and this can be 

considered as a more regular method of connection since it impersonates ordinary discussion with a person. 

Human-computer interaction is a field of computer technology, which focuses on the connection between users and computers. 

Humans can interact with computers in various and numerous ways. The interface among people and Computer is crucial to work 

with this collaboration. HCI is also sometimes called as human–machine interaction, man-machine interaction or computer-human 

interaction. Work area applications, Enterprise Resource Planning, web programs, handheld computers, and computer booths utilize 

the predominant graphical user interfaces of today. Voice user interfaces are utilized for discourse acknowledgment and integrating 

frameworks, and the arising multi-modular and Graphical UIs permit people to draw in with exemplified character specialists in a 

method that can't be polished with other interface ideal models. The development in human–computer interaction field has prompted 

expansion in the nature of connection, and in various spreading in its set of experiences. Rather than planning normal interfaces, the 

distinctive exploration branches have had an alternate spotlight on the ideas of multimodality instead of having a single mode,  

intelligent adaptive interfaces rather than command based ones, lastly dynamic instead of aloof interfaces. 

Due to the quick advancement of technology innovation, human–Computer communication methods have become a key segment 

in our everyday life. Fingertip discovery for human - computer interaction is a venture to draw or compose something on screen 

simply by waving your finger in air. This framework constructs an air material on which we can draw or compose anything simply 

by catching the movement of marker with camera. Here a colored object at the tip of the finger is utilized as the marker. This system 

is proposed based on the problem of human-computer interaction. The main motive is to allow the communication between human 

and computer and the use of gestures and hand movements to be more spontaneous, Fingertip detection and tracking system has been 

created. 

The paper proposes a novel motion acknowledgment and fingertip recognition calculation for Human Computer Interaction, 

specifically mouse control activities utilizing real time camera. The hand signals are caught utilizing web camera. To begin with, the 

hand district alone is portioned utilizing locale developing calculation followed by morphological tasks. The centroid of the palm 

locale is determined and the fingertips are then recognized utilizing the raised structure calculation. The proposed technique is tried 
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on five unique motions and the outcomes demonstrate that the signals can be perceived and the fingertips recognized. The technique 

can be applied for hand motion controlled mouse activities. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

      Many systems have been developed using technologies such as Digital Pen, Air swipe gesture recognition, Dynamic hand 

gesture recognition using neural networks etc. As another Human-Computer communication strategy dependent on Computer 

vision, the hand motion acknowledgment innovation is an eye-getting exploration and application innovation. As of now, the 

general explores focus for the most part on the investigation of exposed hand acknowledgments, which incorporates the signal 

division, motion demonstrating and motion acknowledgment. 
 

       Jeen-Shing Wang and Fang-Chen Chuang presented an accelerometer-based advanced pen for manually written digit and 

signal direction acknowledgment applications. The digital pen comprises of a triaxial accelerometer, a microcontroller, and a RF 

remote transmission module for detecting and gathering speed increases of hand writing and gesture trajectories. The proposed 

direction acknowledgment calculation makes out of the methodology of speed increase procurement, signal preprocessing, highlight 

age, include choice, and highlight extraction. Users can utilize the pen to compose digits or make hand motions, and the speed 

increases of hand movements estimated by the accelerometer are remotely sent to a computer for online direction acknowledgment. 

The diminished highlights are shipped off a prepared probabilistic neural organization for acknowledgment. This system approved 

the adequacy of the direction acknowledgment calculation for written by hand digit and motion acknowledgment utilizing the 

proposed computerized pen [1]. 

 

       There is a need to upgrade communication among human and computer which is as a rule extraordinarily characterized in this 

changing period of innovation with Human Computer Interaction which is helping in deciding new correspondence models also, 

as needs be better approaches for connecting with machines. Current cell phone inputs are restricted to actual catches, touchscreen 

information, cameras or implicit sensors. The fast improvement of Smartphone's somewhat recently was mostly because of 

connection and visual developments. In the present situation of expanding computability of cell phone or different devices and 

their diminishing sizes have raised a requirement for such touch free activities over these devices. In such an intendment Twinkle 

Sharma presented Air-Swipe Gesture Recognition System which can be helpful to empower user to make In-Air motions in front 

of the camera and to do various tasks. It doesn't need any equipment changes rather just uses the local camera of the gadget and an 

AI programming, for example, Open Source Computer Vision calculations to recognize the progressions in climate and react 

likewise in fluctuating conditions [2]. 

 

       R. Meena Prakash proposed a novel gesture recognition and fingertip recognition calculation for Human Computer 

interaction, in specific mouse control activities utilizing ongoing camera. The hand motions are caught utilizing constant camera. 

First, the hand area alone is divided utilizing district developing calculation followed by morphological activities. The centroid of 

the palm area is determined and the fingertips are then distinguished utilizing convex hull algorithm. The proposed technique is 

tried on five unique signals and the outcomes demonstrate that the motions can be perceived and the fingertips identified. The 

strategy can be applied for hand motion controlled mouse tasks [3]. 

 

      M. I. N. P. Munasinghe proposed ‘Dynamic Hand Gesture Recognition Using Computer Vision and Neural Networks’. 

Utilizing hand motions is quite possibly the most normal methods of associating with the computer and above all right understanding 

of moving hand signals progressively has numerous applications. In this paper, the author has planned and fostered a framework 

which can perceive signals before a web camera ongoing utilizing movement history pictures and feed forward neural organizations. 

Initially, foundation from caught outlines is taken out utilizing Gaussian combination based foundation/closer view division 

calculation to catch moving regions in the edge and from that point middle sifting has applied to eliminate arbitrary commotion 

from the edge. Then, at that point twofold thresholding with Otsu's binarization has applied and it will distinguish ideal limit esteem 

and these handled edges are consolidated and aggregate movement history picture is produced utilizing a created calculation 

dependent on the primary similitude measure. Primary likeness between the cumulated picture and the underlying casing 

additionally determined and utilized in this calculation. At long last feed forward neural organization with stochastic inclination 

based streamlining agent has used to order the motions. This system is developed to identify four gestures (swipe left, swipe right, 

swipe down, shrink) [4]. 

 

      Pawin Prasertsakul and Toshiaki Kondo introduced another fingertip discovery technique that depends on the the top-hat 

transform. A hand in a picture is thought to be divided ahead of time. The palm of the hand is acquired utilizing the morphological 

opening activity. Fingertips are then acquired as the initial buildup, in particular, the contrast between the info picture and the palm 

picture. The presentation of this methodology is contrasted and three different strategies: the convex hull algorithm, the Kanade- 

Lucas-Tomasi feature tracker, and the SUSAN corner detector. Recreation results show that the strategy 1 is ineffective for closed 

hands. The techniques 2 and 3 will in general react erroneously to numerous non-fingertip points [5]. 

 

      Javeria Farooq and Muhaddisa Barat Ali proposed real time hand gesture recognition for computer interaction. Hand gesture 

recognition is a characteristic and instinctive approach to cooperate with the computer, since collaborations with the computer can 

be expanded through multidimensional utilization of hand signals as contrast with other information techniques. The motivation 

behind this paper is to investigate three unique strategies for Hand gesture recognition utilizing fingertips location. Another 

methodology called "Curvature of Perimeter" is given it's anything but a virtual mouse. The framework introduced, utilizes just a 

webcam and calculations which are created utilizing computer vision, picture and the video handling tool compartments of Matlab 

[6]. 
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 E. Posner, N. Starzicki, and E. Katz proposed a Single Camera Based Floating Virtual Keyboard with Improved Touch Detection 

structure. Recent years have denoted a sharp expansion in the number of methods by which users interface with computers. Where 

the console and mouse were previously the essential interfaces for controlling a computer, users presently use touchscreens, 

infrared cameras, and accelerometers to communicate with their innovation. Considering these progressions and the expansion of 

little cameras in a huge number and tablets, human computer interface specialists have explored the chance of executing a console 

style interface utilizing a camera as a substitute for genuine console equipment. The virtual console's product breaks down those 

pictures progressively to decide the arrangement of keystrokes picked by the user [7]. 

 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Recently, an enchanting, alternative, a portable device embedded with inertial sensors has been proposed to sense the gestures of 

human and to capture his/her motion trajectory information from accelerations for recognizing gestures or handwriting. Composing 

utilizing computerized pens is trying for truly debilitated individuals, consequently this framework empowers human collaboration 

with framework simple by utilizing air as a material. The essential objective of proposed framework is to accomplish pen and paper 

less attracting and to help physically challenged people to draw their own gestures. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Architectural design 

 
 

4.1 Preprocessing 

Hand movement video is caught with the assistance of webcam which is given as an input for the framework. Webcam will keep 

on taking video till hand present is appropriately recognized. Information video is partitioned into singular casings. These individual 

frames are then goes to preprocessing step. In preprocessing step these individual frames are changed over to gray scale pictures. 

Gray scale pictures are the one where in the value of every pixel addresses the measure of light intensity. These kind of pictures are 

ordinarily in dark tone; sort of highly contrasting pictures. 

 

4.2 Top-hat transformation method 

Top-hat transformation method includes two stages. Initial one is Hand blob and fingers extraction and second one is centroid 

of palm detection. Top-hat transformation technique includes eliminating a few subtleties or components from given info outline. 

Foundation or background part in the picture will be taken out and just hand locale will be separated. Then, at that point by utilizing 

morphological tasks such as erosion and dilation hand blob will be separated from hand to get just fingers part. Then, at that point 

the middle pixel of that extricated palm area is get which is considered as centroid of palm. 

 
4.3 Fingertip detection 

In general, fingertip detection algorithm is based on a system of tracking and detection combination, which can keep up with 

constant properties and work on the recognition precision. This step involves detecting the position of fingertip in individual frames. 

Centroid of palm detected in previous step is taken as reference highlight to discover the fingertip. The strategy starts with s eparating 

shape of each finger (contour) followed by estimating the distance between each contour and centroid of palm. The farthest pixel 

is considered as the fingertip position. 

 
4.4 Fingertip tracking 

In OpenCV, there is presently one valuable tracking system: TLD. This algorithm is isolated into three autonomous parts. They 

are Tracking, Learning and Detecting. The tracker attempts to follow a blob of pixels starting with one frame then onto the next. 

The Detectors attempts to discover comparable noticed item and correct tracker if essential. Learning includes assessing the blunders 

done by detectors and update it to keep away from mistakes in future. These three-fundamental piece of TLD can run 

simultaneously. 
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of proposed system 

 
 

V. RESULTS 

This framework is proposed utilizing the computer vision methods of OpenCV. The favoured language is Python because of its 

thorough libraries and simple to utilize punctuation however understanding the fundamentals it very well may be carried out in any 

OpenCV upheld language. This is a computer vision-based task which tracks an objective and utilizations the said focus to draw on 

air. This task utilizes a webcam to follow the movement of the objective. This assists you with attracting air and straightforwardly 

offer contribution to Computer. Figure 1 shows the architectural design where as figure 2 shows the flow diagram of the proposed 

framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Output snapshot 

 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

There is a need to enhance communication between human and computers which is being greatly defined in this changing era of 

technology with Human - Computer interaction which is helping in determining new communication models and accordingly new 

ways of interacting with machines. Current cell phone inputs are restricted to actual catches, touchscreen information, cameras or 

implicit sensors. The fast improvement of Smartphone's somewhat recently was basically because of collaboration and visual 

developments. This venture fabricates a framework to diminish utilization of any board and sensor put together computerized pens 

to attract with respect to screen. So rather than utilizing these hardware gadgets this framework utilizes air as a material to associate 

with framework which isn't costly. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced new structure for the acknowledgment of fingertip detection utilizing web-cam video as information. 

A new hand pose detection algorithm is proposed for the initialization of air-writing. Fingertip detection for human-computer 

interaction is a project to draw and interact with system by just waving your finger in the air. Air-writing is the way toward composing 
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characters or words in free space utilizing finger or hand movements without the guide of any hand-held gadget. Due to the rapid 

development of computer technology, human–computer interaction techniques have become an indispensable component in our daily 

life. This paper talks about the system using which we can draw or compose something on screen simply by waving your finger in 

air. 
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